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Maybe that would be the
shape of cakes
if weddings were on tidal waves
but really.
howabsurd.
We don't wear heels to
puncture roofs
and we aren 't ever
well enough
to stop the sick-talk.

mothertalk
Jerah Kirby

LLJ ( K "Any luck?" asked the neatly dresse
"Nope," Dad answered. Not muc
thought. Almost all day on the river and nothing b
wind knots and a slightly deeper appreciation of
water.
"We've busted off a fortune in flies. Just need to re"Well did you try down by the hatchery outflow? Th
action down there, being with the 45 degree water a
mayflies are always hatching about this time of day,
ster Rainbows that know it too, plus a Brown or two
"Hmm?" Dad 's eyebrow rose the way that it does
attention . "You have something that'll match that h
"Of course," he grinned the smile of a job well done
appreciate, even if our wallet was the victim. He stro
picked out a few light green hackle-less dry-flies. "T
drift 'em with the real bugs and something is boun
After laying down twelve bucks for a half-a-dozen fl
lower section of the river, winding through trails an
just enough to keep the weeds from taking over.
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bodies of

a lot of

unter and
etrick. Just

walked past the hatchery I rece ived my half of our ne
water, I carefully readied the artful weapon that Dad bu ilt for
"It shouldn 't be too cold right here, but it 'll be freezing pa
down th--"
"Holy shit! Did you see that?! " Not fifty feet away a Rai
the water after a fly and crashed down almost noiseless!
to myself, losing track of Dad altogether as the water r
longer cared that I didn 't have waders like Dad 's. I wa s al
old fashioned way, for, despite the fact that his flie s were
biggest trout of my life, I was somehow turned off by the
sales clerk reeked of. But now it was just me and the fish
And the water. The river got deep quickly, and it got cold
fish jumping well within casting range, I pretended not to
fly nymphs struggling to the surface, unfolding their wi
gullet of my quarry. The fly at the end of my line, to my
one of the bugs before they flew off. Perfect, I thought.
I cast and cast, and the water was up to my arm-pits. I wat
to strike, and was shocked to see it fly off a few times. I
the crowd of real bugs, and I only wished a trout would d
five minutes of wading (almost swimming, actually) in the
ing side-armed, breaking off two of the supposedly magi
at the ravenous yet picky fish , my freezing kidneys co
came closer to catching pneumonia than any fish .
"You ready to head back? You look freezing ."
"C-cause, I am-m."
No luck. No fish.Just frustration, and back at the cottage, s
and a fire.

drift, ready
lost mine in
. After forty-

Mellifluos falls
day, spills gold to the blazed park lawn. Hear
the hoarse calls
from the rookery-elm! Dark
spells, told through razed summer halls

Marty Marquis
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sundays~~Q, ~~rinlgijgnon
suradysonginlondor
md y c,o g lori
ur ddy song ir I

International railway's
closed doors
one hour prior
to reconciliation
of worshipping the
getting-onand -coasting
horJ'zontal god ...
Palace headquarters
ignored by frisbee players
and knickerbocker park lovers
celebrating the
brill summertime
sacrifice.
From tomorrow
and this spherical populace
will I leave these
silly picnic bazaarsdecamp Noah's ark of humanity
& separate myself from
scandal
in this two by two city.

Ben Thomas

At the playground
in late August,
the children swing, suspended
in Faulkner's "lambent light."
The wind
blows the pregnant air
through the chains
of the creaking swing.
The play of the children-unconscious, rocking like a pendulum
of a grandfather clock,
as though they were
Keeping time.
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a
time
.

piece
Cliff Foreman

Smile
glides by, easy fellow,
falling wayside the glance
Clouds
move too soon cross blue skie s
never seeing hands pass
ever in circle motion.
Streets
left empty but faces
line bricks along the wall ,
statue figurines still
unnoticed, unnoticing.
Reflecting
a racing train of thought
leaving to sail in clouds,
body left sitting waits
looking easy, fellow
will walk down empty streets.
Light
sweeps 'round corners, hinting
chance of a gliding smile
hovering 'neath the clouds,
hiding, waiting down streets
he wastes in reflecting
upon her passing form.
~ nni22&q isrl noqu

rmo,"

John Simpson
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held his gaze
merriment and drinking
for all is but insane ....
(the wild sun rising in the morn.
the thoughts of old
,s till spinning,
only given new faces.
The unfolding of a flower ...
the cry of an infant.
the death of a mother.
the tired sun setting, defamed by the dusk.
all washed away in the merriment and drinking.)
... nothing changes in this cold crypt of
forlorn formalities.
_i f the dead are not raised, let us eat and
drink, for tomorrow we die._
and I have the blood of hope on my hands.
tomorrow we die.
we die.
d.t. haase

Ben Thomas

The carried road less not filled,
Never trampled, well, not for days,
And pitter-patter while trails amass.
Where sorrows gain, where paths are ti ll ed
And fa llen rain neither cleansed nor stays.
I drive this land to final bores
to beat the air of open doors
I pull to stretch the vei n of des-err-piain:.
And drag the dirt of bundled blames
Till all is lost and put to shame•-. - ~ - - -• -

~r:~
'••

~

I

.::,t-.........
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David I/Iman

The sun speaks silence
And lifts his head hig h.
Too bleak t he wind must say
Too pale is my singi ng sparrow,
Too barren for love today
Fo r love to be so narrow.
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Great -grandma's h
bl ue-ribbon oat
kneaded coffe
cra cked gath
fo r parker ho

Tender hands cupped
hopping spring chicks
fingered four-o'clock flowers
stitched pinwheel blocks
for flannel baby quilts.
Beautiful hands floated over
white organ keys
smoothed cool pillows
tended still-blooming
tulips.

lothesline sheets
bed canning jars
red catfish feed
hushed evening ponds.

Sarah Fluegge

ism.as .the
on1st 1n a
orror flick
arquis

we'd done th e right and raised her from
the dead by sorry accident. No holly stake,
nor crucifix to vex- we hunt her with the
shards of something shattered.
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since your silence seems louder
than my always burst grins
and perching 's less brilliant
than crushing eye spins,

----for anne

i'II go naked and throw
all my thus and so
out any moon 's window,
lips now moving metaphors
(and love will be made
leaning on mind 's back door)
small is my fear of falling
placed near to the fear of your frown,
soi will keep to dreaming
of my upside close to your down
(i'II go on introducing
my upside to your down)
our souls mating, we'll romp
over why to how's bliss,
'cause defining's not fine
as dodging our kiss

Paul Ferris

He had two brothers
All brown hair and thin
He was the middle one
They lived in a one story prefab house at the top of a
Right off the highway
It was something like the tenth stop of the bus ri de,
aff er the backroad gravel and th e engine pa rt s we passed
He would climb on board
- - - -A
.,...,.,-er- . is younger brother and before his older
Made his way between the aisles and vinylled seats w
es
That seemed to encourage him to keep moving

----=-----=-

ot

He shaved his eyebrows and we whispered faggot an
I didn't even know what faggot was
They said he liked boys
that was funny and worth fearing him
John Adam Perkins
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hed

Butter glow a
Coat hanger. p
on lunchbrea
... stabilized pe
gotcha.

defunct downtown jefferson hospital.
rofiles-

I am sick of U
as well as the
wear themsel
walking with t
and too,
I am sick of
lipped adiaphora
sitting, (quaintly cheating), wtth a
Who thinks h
(with her lugg
my gosh ther
Slanted again
of dissolved s

the bicycle shop

refined

s luggage!)
e doorway waiting for some sort
1stication to overtake her.
Ben Thomas

.
Jama ans dancing on tv
We
We
We
We

are long and swinging
are the umpteenth island to be raped
are leaping like bananas
are mainly peasants so we
can 't quite see
what is coming from all this TV.
We've had a not long, not idyllic history of islands
We caught colds and died
We had our neighbor's wives and died
We ate crab meat from a cemetery and died
We lived much like you but without
the motorcycles.
Jerah Kirby
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caught
The machine on the table hummed softly, accompanied by the gentle ticking of a clo~k. .;
"lmagine,"Thomas said, "if one could wind and rewind time .like a spool.oftape."
Abigail frowned slightly and moved her queen. "Check."
Thomas pressed his lips together and then moved his king.
"It sounds dangerous to me," she said quietly.
He shrugged and studied the pieces.
With an easy flick of her wrist she moved her knight.
He took his glasses off and polished them carefully.
''That's what you've been working on, right?"
"Huh." He moved his rook a couple of squares.
"Does it work?" There was a touch of fear in her voice.
"I don't know yet."
She sighed and tapped her fingers on the edge of the board.
''To be able to travel forward and back through time," he murmured.
"Could we get trapped?"
He shook his head. "It won't happen."
"Ah." After a moment of silence she moved her bishop. "Checkmate."
The machine on the table hummed softly, accompanied by the gentle ticking of a clock:
He shook his head. "It won't happen."
"Could we get trapped?"
"To be able to travel forward and back through time," he murmured.
She sighed and tapped her fingers on the edge of the board.
"Huh." He moved his rook a couple of squares.
"That's what you've been working on, right?"
He took his glasses off and polished them carefully.
With an easy flick of her wrist she moved her knight.
Thomas pressed his lips together and then moved his king.
Abigail frowned slightly and moved her queen. "Check."
"Imagine," Thomas said, "if one could wind and rewind time like a spool oftape."
The machine on the table hummed softly, accompanied by the gentle ticking of a ~locki ',
She sighed and tapped her fingers on the edge of the board.
"To be able to travel forward and back through time," he murmured.
The machine on the table hummed softly, accompanied by the gentle ticking of a _clock. ,:
She sighed and tapped her fingers on the edge of the board.

· ,''.,~,\]

The machine on the table hummed softly, accompanied by the gentle ticking ofa'c-l~i:k.:

t

/~·-~\"~r>:~ :·:4-;; :r.~\
. ·.,,, s/,~s,',;J.....ii~•.
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masquerade

Eric Edward Towers
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Somewhere, (unremembered), between 1995 and 1998
The Holiday virus had reached its peak:
Sam twisted the silver wrench
while I watched the play
of capsulated branches.
(Microscopic bacteria
in trapped obligement
to the cicle Queen)
Unplugging bolts
unplugged larger parts
of his 67' Bug
and I held the hose ready for a spr:
knowing about all this dismembe
Ben Thomas

He didn't like what I didn't
take to be serious
& I didn't like what he
didn't think was pantomime.

in my masterpiece,
i'II have it all
Jerah Kirby
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We we re th ere, in ou r childhood
wit h no wi Id ment ion of taxes;
Freeing al l the nazi fireflies and th en
having no more marbles d'un coup
t o lose.

•

Bob Wiegers

waltz
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Ashley Cobb

We named the days after colors
and numbers. Placed them in
jars. Set them on shelves and
windowsills with labels for the
names we gave them. Like blue
one. Yellow two. Sounding like
yellow tooth . Yellow tooth of
some farmer I knew. Of all the
farmers I knew. And Red seven,
thinking this was the color of the

Clean with mud to muddle it. And
bringing home around dusk, pulling
myself up those tall stairs of red and
white. Refusing to answer deep things
of where I had been or what foulsome
meddling I had been up to in those
tall weeds and deephaystackings in
the loftiness of our loft, in the barn. On
red seven barndays. With colorings
like crayon boxes, and umbrellas of
nature and architecture, all treetops,
and rooftops of porches, pointing me
longwise to a rainbow top spinning in
our field. Spreading out now tired,
and laying down with the wheat. And
giving itself as a canopy across the
wheat. Letting itself dry in the wind of
the wheat. All gold on Yellow two
days, or red on red seven days.
Letting its many colored hairs blow in
the wind of the wheat. And saying and
saying, timorously, "beyond the trifling fields of tipping cows that smithy
owns, beyond the rock river and
beyond all its subterranean pathways
we never know we never know but

Listening tre
our faces w
forty days Ii
ranges of sc
climbon.Att
climbed the

wind my friend. "
edge of my green
ite fences and
allow dirt skin .
. Hair tousling in
ighpiled orange
inimou ntaintop
sawdust piles to
ryarders yard we
up into cloud
whitetru cks and
nks we tossed
ge prize. With
.Coming home
In bluepants and
nshirts to keep
inter. We folded
nd laid to deepis away. We told
• On those high9 orange forty
onslaught of
white clouds.
d snow boding.
ree my favorite
mmer. Heavy
rulous foliage
laugh at their
ay with their
mmer time of
king what we
n their aged
like bats, and
nemy covered
camouflage .
ans. We were
ore around
ed in ponds
gigging. This
High weeds
om the calls of
and pull of
n three days.
ys were my
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I know of nothing else to say besides
three simple words, yet to put forth the
truth that those words might reveal is a
task for much more than eight little
squiggles. Indeed, I must now utilize the
oldest trick in the literary book: to claim
that my words are unable to express my
heart.Yet I will not stop there. To be sure,
I ask that you accept the gift of my word,
and know now how indeed

__,;,.;.;;;;.;..;.,;;;.a..

my WO rd

Himself the Word, and even more, He
chose to bring all of time, all of space, all
of life -- including you, including me -into being by His Word. And such a gift is
our power to use words; such a way to
reflect the Word in us. Yet my word may
fall, it will sp utter, it could die, it might
wither. However neatly I wrap up the
moments of my heart with pretty things
I try to say, the paper could tear, the rib bo
me undone, the tape unstuck.
Bob Wiegers
ha n empty nothing it would be if
there was emptiness inside, as the wrapping would simply fall into itself. May it
never be. May my heart have the substance of the Word . May my word be the
revelation of my heart. So take my word,
though limited, as perhaps the wrapping, the covering, the adornment of my
heart: taking the shape of what is beneath
it, revealing what is true substance. So
undo my word and find what is inside:
I love you.
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on a

s are-chan

That man on the corner has dreads:
he's leaning up against a stop sign like
a slice of cantaloupe. The1t gu loo! s s py:
he tripped on the crosswalk
and his shoe hit a passing
That woman getting on the bus is yellow: schoolbL.s.
she dyed her hair to yellow, she
painted her leather coat to match.
That person has a dress and no hair:
they've got earrings but no lipstick;
they've got everyone's attention.

That poem sounds like a soap commercial.

Jerah Kirby

Ashley Cobb
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chfcago

a

Q

Morning after morning
I went to study paintings
in the quiet halls.
I stared long at all the oils
waiting foolishly
for voices to speak to me.
Often the guard circled near
watching my gaze
watching my hands drift and fold
over empty notebook pages.
I waited for him to speak.
Once he said, "See this?
This is Hans Hofmann.
I like how the shapes yield
to one another
while they advance,
while they recede."
I saw a wall of golden color
red and orange pulling
me in, blue
pushing me away.
Now the guard speaks no more.
I make my own sketches.
Each evening
I fall asleep at the drafting board
over newsprint and conte.
Still I hear
his deliberate footsteps
all night long.
Sarah Fluegge

Brian Whitacre

s ruce
Her spruce, our spruce
is crowned to the ground
and feathered tinder
shades me, shades us,
from the kindling of clans.
Her contagious arms, sprout snared tongues
and inward this grove
her skin is ashen, bland, and slight
ever catching and ever caught.
This spruce, our spruce swallowed a house
to flourish in blossom
and the night air breezes through the pine
to comb the essence of a new scent.
Corroding nails swell in filth and mire
to wipe the world in wealth attire
till debt in tallies gloried admire.
Her roots partake in stream banked waters
to taste but bleed the gift out given
blundered without reason.
Hurling her limbs, flinging insane
when her key wilt no lock,
but whimpering more in pain
when turned by Hemlock.
David //Iman
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nnets to some random
college girl,20th century,
3
amenca
so I wa s thinking of you as I tore
down ivy from where it had climbed up oak
trees. It's a job I take because I'm poor,
becau se a widow friend thinks trees will choke
if ivy's left to go.
Around their trunks
I prowled all Shiva-like. Bright helices
of DNA were cloistered up like monks
inside their cells. They'd scribbled matrices
of time and sunlight into emerald vines
ascend ing, cleaving, twined through leafless boughs
all throu gh the sky. Raw fingertips pried spines
of beauty down . I toiled and it aroused
my awe, and I thought how life's better when
it's spli ced with vines, and thought of you again.
Mar ty Marquis

I stole
grape jam
from Salinas
and smashed it
with little, golden
butter packets
below the table
when,
I saw you,
passing pixels,
and you were with celerity
as se parated from me
as I thought.

Ben Thomas
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new york strange,
lights to fill
dark doorway
streets, time put
to side of

life,

no past, spirit
man of memory
wrapped in time
past the night
talking down
A.G. Bell's

dim lights of
no door cubby
rooms. No knowing
of hope to live
history tomorrow
and past and

highway of
past suffered
now, the future
known, never
true when put
back into life.

now a madonna's
voice of you
made new of
history to come
never always
strange

John Simpson

grey of the sky has
There is some sort of tremolo
come between me and
spirit that flounders up from the
the green trees. The trees
wither of my bones. My blood
may never forgive me but
pulsed 67 times in that last
the inside of this train is all
minute. Imagine a blue-1 colwarm coffee colors. I will
ored flickering jet flame. The
remember it like a cozy
flame becomes the inside
sweater. Who do I think I was,
of the Briars ice cream
thinking I was anyone at all?The
plant.
people
at the front of the car are
I don't want to
talking
about
the mafia now.
write the story and I
"The
mafia
is organized
can hardly ever write a
crime,
they
are
organized."
poem. The people on
"Go to Las Angeles and you'll see
this train are talking
what
I mean."
about the SEPTA
The
40/50 year old Long Islander
strike. Apparently,
looking
woman across the aisle is
one man's sumsmoothing
her rainy hair and smiling
mer
fishing
maniacally
into
a pocket mirror. Now she
plans
are
is
repenciling
her
eyebrows. She is actually
going to be
beginning
to
look
younger. I'm impressed.
ruined. The
Now
for
the
lipstick.
How can she do that
video game
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ter. Psychotic makeup lady just asked
me if this train goes to
University City. Her
eyes are heavy lidded
and she's holding her
hands in the air, clawlike, to let her nails dry. I
said I didn't know and
then asked her if she
noticed if it was the R2
when she got in. The R2 goes
straight through 30th street
to University City.
Here we are in the Track
and Turf again. I don't have
much to say about this place
anymore, except that under this
roof small dramas continue in
obscurity.

with the train bouncing around like it
is? When we stopped at Allegheny
station, I mobbed my face up closer
to the glass to watch the mural tag.
My compliments to JM, whoever
you are.
I feel that tonight has
possibilities. I hope I'm not jinxing them. I'm only saying this
because I have no money and
it's raining, so I have no plans.
Plans can raise expectations
and ruin everything.
I'm sitting on the
left side of the train this
evening. I usually sit on
the right for return trips.
Originally it was so I
could look across the
Schuykill. I'm sure that
sounds like corn nuts
but I like to look
across bodies of
water; to foreign
shores that are
moldier and bet-

Matt Kirby

-In Homage to Emily Dickinson

a ut _ _ ~J~

-·

•
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The Best--can wait for love
Like thin young Girl s fo r Food-And can accept the possibl e-Starvation on the Road-But there are those so Desperate
Wil l steal a Loaf of Bread-Another's Daily Sustenance,
Another's--nightly Bed.
Cliff Foreman
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road

.

IP

There must be a word
for this movement:
75 mph through VA
there's a big blue
wrinkle of a
mountain range
on my side of the car,
and Liz is
needlessly
pumping the
gas andbra kegasandbrake
pedals. Me and the
mountain: we're
the only things
not jumping
around.
Lane hoppers.
b1ow 6 sd 12um s1srlT
·1nsmsvom 2irl1101
AV rlguo1rl1 rlqm
suld gid 6 2's1srl1
6 lo si.>lni1w
sgn61 ni61nuom
,16J srl1 to sbi2 xm no
2i siJ bn6
xl22slbssn
srl1 gniqmuq
s>l61dbn626gs>l61dbn626g
srl1 bn6 sM .2l6bsq
91'9w :ni61nuom
2gnirl1 xlno srl1
gniqmul1on
.bnu016
.21sqqorl 9n6J

c,

Jerah Kirby
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rosco's
children

Yesterday they hatched. Now
balls of yellow fuzz
run around the yard,
ging,.ir:i and out of the hen house,
and around the buckets of
feed and water.
1 cl, tli y est in a big fl uffy pile.
I'm tempted to kick
and watch them scatter
like dandelion seeds in the wind.

Amy Nichols

Bob Wiegers
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I

these hands are frozen fine
The evening's flawless bayou
presented far before,
and novas varnish few
ever closer, every door.
Tiresome the brute subsides
while orchestras play in tune,
and numerous the offered time of
keep rolling on the moon .
Boosted time drags on and on
far above my morning glory,
what has night produces dawn
follows forth this haggard story.
A lifeless chasm I'm not enough
like a jacaranda ivy vine,
wearied down and to the cuff
these hands are frozen fine.

during the film

I
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I

Grace White

.

mnemonic
Marty Marquis

Back
To The Lost
Times: Mandolins
Struck Upon Zeppelin
Ill.

s I ever remember the city being. We drove past the empty
es and crumbling, trashy curbs by the highway: we went by
dark-skinned man was walking aimlessly across it. Who's to
not Spain, in the south, in the summer? In the empty neighhomes, the trees are showing the whites of their leaves. All
ick, scarred window of the bus. All this is proof, it is summer,
r mind the street signs, they're lying to us. That man in front
hter is just as little and brown as necessary and her head is
We are in Spain . Where the dirty white walls meet the dirty
falling on itself in a strip of dark heat.
Jerah Kirby

Late one summer night
half drowsing on the ride home
soothed by the murmur
of my parents' conversation,
I lean against the window,
temple on smooth glass
eyes open to drifting clouds
- the moon has folded!
soft laughter at my
stifled gasp
wakes me to reality.
Patricia Ralston
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Ashley Cobb

riddle
among the songs I wrote when I was seventeen
was one that talked about the beauty of the fall
Marty Marquis
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"Well you got what
you want; are you
happy now?" His
hands were jammed
in his never-washed
jeans, and he tried to
concentrate on the
scuffed toes of his untied
shoes. She couldn 't help
but notice his mildly accusative yet regretful tone.
She replied in turn . "What is
that supposed to mean? I
didn't ask for this. You know
very well that you did it for
yourself." He bowed his head,
unwilling to look her in the face,
even though it was just now too
dark to see her eyes. The wind carried the scent of her hair up his
nose. He breathed deeply and
squinted at the bleak horizon . "I
dunno. Maybe so, but you can 't
deny that this is the way you
wanted it. But maybe I did it
because I thought it was best
for everyone. It's not that I didn't think about it, right?" "Oh,
come off it. You wanted the
easy way out, and you took it.

accusation
Maybe I do think that it's
best this way, but don't try
to blame me for what you
did." Her hostility waned
when she saw him wince at
her words. "Well it's done
now, that's for sure." Tears
st arted to collect in his eyes,
but he did not cry. "Maybe I did
it for you, maybe I did it for us,
maybe I am a lazy bastard and
don't want to deal with any of
t his. I j ust wish I wasn 't so reckless sometimes. I'm so tired." "Well
I guess what's done is done, right?"
She started to realize the depth of
his confusion. She turned her face
toward him, instinctively knowing
he was searching for her eyes
through the darkening twilight.
"She's gone now. There gonna
come looking for you soon.
Let's get outta here." "Yeah,
she's gone, th at's for sure. I
gu ess they'l l fi nd her sooner or later." He lowered his
vo ice. "Man, w hat a
bloody mess." "Let's go."
She took his arm and his
whole body flinched.
She started toward
the car. "We'll figure
this out later." As his
feet scra ped over
th e gravel, he murmured, "Yeah, later."

Bob Wiegers
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